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1. Introduction: 
 
This paper speaks to the Conference’s general theme – Delivering Public Services in CEE Countries: 
Trends and Developments - from the viewpoint of actions and activities undertaken since the founding 
of the Brcko District Government of Bosnia I Herzegovina on March 8, 2000.  The general theme is 
explored via the Brcko District Government  “experiment” by focusing on three of the six thematic sub-
themes, namely, Structural Innovation(C), Service Delivery Systems (A) and Access & Equity (E).  I 
have re-arranged the order to fit the sequence of activity more suited to the Brcko District’s progression 
in the development of a reorganized and reformed local government. 
 
Most of the presentation of what has happened – and is happening – in the Brcko District Experiment is 
based on the documentation underlying the active involvement of the District Management Team (DMT) 
which, this coming September, will conclude a three year advisory association with Brcko District. The 
DMT is funded by USAID/Sarajevo under a contract with Development Alternatives International, a 
private consulting firm located in Bethesda, Maryland.  The DMT contractual mandate respecting the 
Brcko District Governmentis to supply technical advisory assistance in the “start-up” phase of the 
District, September 20, 1999 and to continue its work to the end of the three year contract period, 
September 20, 2002. 
 
As detailed in the Background section of this paper an Arbitrator’s finding, growing out of the Dayton 
Peace Accord, was issued on March 5, 1999 which established the Brcko District, formed from three 
smaller municipalities with pronounced ethnic identification:  Brcko Town (Serbian), Brcko Brka 
(Bosnian) and Brcko Ravna(Croatian).  The resultant District has an estimated population of 85,000 in an 
area of 493 hectares.  The District Government initially involved nearly 3,000 employees from the three 
previous municipalities who were apportioned over 50 departments, sub-units and independent agencies. 
 
Brcko District began as a tenuous experiment with a host of known – and unknown – difficulties of a 
magnitude that became evident as it moved from promulgation to implementation. But the experimental 
stage has, in fact, turned into an experience of substantial accomplishment. Many of its most important 
accomplishments can be replicated and used in other CEE communities as we advocate in what follows. 
We believe The Brcko Experience is of singular importance in the development of  “a new approach to 
public administration with flexible models and a new public management culture.” To emphasize this we 
have included a Commentary after each of the activities that can be replicated or transferred for use by 
CEE local and regional units of governance. 
 
The Brcko District Government, the District Management Team, the Office of the High 
Representative/Brcko and USAID/Sarajevo appreciate NISPAcee’s invitation to participate in this 
Conference. We trust this paper will be of value to the participants as it has already been to those who 
have helped to organize the activities related in this paper. 
 
 2.   Background 
 
Before we begin a discussion of the Brcko Experience, it is well to understand the background by which 
Brcko District was formed under the Dayton Peace Accords. 
  
The territorial resolution of the Brcko area, situated in the north-eastern corner of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (BiH), became a serious problem during the Dayton peace talks, so serious that in order to 
push ahead with the agreement, the issue of Brcko was postponed and its final resolution placed in the 
hands of an arbitration tribunal to be decided later.  As an interim result the Dayton Peace Accord 
included a boundary line 
dividing the Brcko area between the Republika Srpska (“RS”) and the Federation of BiH (“Federation”). 
One third of the area, including Brcko town, was placed under the RS jurisdiction while two thirds was 
controlled by the Federation.  
 
The Brcko Arbitral Tribunal’s decision was slated for December 14, 1996 – one year after the Peace 
Accords went into effect. However, the Tribunal was unable to reach a final decision but issued an 
interim decision on February 14, 1997. The decision kept the boundaries intact and established an Office 
of the High Representative for the area which became known as OHR/North. It also provided for a 
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Supervisor to head the operation which was filled in the following month. In subsequent interim findings, 
the Brcko Supervisor’s authority was expanded.  
 
On  March 5, 1999, the Tribunal issued the Final Award, calling for the Brcko area to be established as 
an autonomous district deriving its power by virtue of the RS and the Federation, holding the entire 
Brcko area simultaneously in “condominium.” By this act the two Entities had thus delegated all of their 
powers of governance to “a new institution, a new multi-ethic democratic government to be known as 
The Brcko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina” The Final Award vested power and responsibility for the 
general governance of the District in the Supervisor who was empowered  to establish the District and to 
eliminate the District’s inter-entity border line. The Brcko District was officially designated as a 
governmental entity on March 8, 2000. 
 
3. Structural Innovations 
 
When Brcko District was formed out of three separate municipalities – Brcko Town, Brcko Brko and 
Brcko Ravna – the new District officials, faced an unparalleled array of problems. Not a few of these 
were structural problem, calling for immediate effective innovations.  While we cannot examine all the 
problems faced and the solutions sought during the course of this paper, six examples of actions illustrate 
the magnitude of the problems faced by the District and the innovative responses by which the problems 
were either solved or ameliorated.  The six examples are a 3.1 Departmental Organization; 3.2 Personnel 
Consolidation and Reassignment; 3.3 Budget Operation; 3.4 District Revenue Agency & Single Fund 
Structure; 3.5 Creation of an Independent Judiciary.  Each will be summarized in what follows We have 
also added a short paragraph on the applicability of these innovations to local governance in general and 
replication in particular. 
 
3.1  Departmental Organization 
 
When the new Brcko District came into being on March 8, 2000, it inherited 50 diverse and loosely 
organized service units populated by 3000 employees. The short-term goal of its young life was the 
creation of a modern, service oriented, efficiently operating local government. The initial, transforming 
tasks focused on reorganizing essential functions, re-distributing personnel to fit the new organization 
and reducing surplus staffing.  
 
 After a careful analysis of the prior organizational setup, the District was revamped, based on a 
American-style concept of municipal organization operating under a Chief Executive (Mayor) with an 
appointed twenty nine member District Assembly.  Ten departments were created: Administrative 
Support, Budget & Finance, Public Records, Health (including Health Care, Emergency Protection and 
Community Services), Agriculture & Forestry, Urbanism (including urban planning, public real estate 
and economic development), Public Works, Education, Utilities (electric, water & waste water, 
sanitation) and Police. Each department was organized under a single Department Head who, in turn, 
reported directly to the Mayor. One other organization, District Revenue Agency, combined the functions 
of treasury, tax administration, and audit. Although the Director is appointed by the Mayor -with the 
approval of the District Assembly, the Agency reports directly to the District Assembly This arrangement 
provides a financial check-and-balance for the legislative arm against the strong executive operation of 
the Mayor and the latter’s ten administrative departments.  
 
Commentary: The District’s organization imparts a service-oriented, direct action operation under the 
direction of strong executive, an organizational pattern which can be transferred to many other 
municipalities whose operation is fragmentary and organizational ineffective or without a  good 
coordinating mechanism. The combination of the major “utility” functions under one head makes 
possible the concentration on “fee for service” applications; this arrangement also invites privatization 
potentials, once the its daily operation is supported by fees.  The Revenue Agency concept is an 
innovation that can be easily transplanted since it is based on acceptable logic by which tax 
administration and revenue collections functions provide a good balance for the strong administrative 
operation. Additional discussion on the Revenue Agency is contained in 3.4 below 
 
 Another of the District’s far-reaching innovations occurred with establishment of an Independent 
Judiciary, separated from the District administrative organizations, enjoying an organized autonomy 
consistent with its needs. This innovation is detailed in 3.5 below.  
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3.2 Personnel Consolidation and Realignment: 
 
Once the organization was set up, personnel consolidation and realignment began. The departments were 
assigned detailed functional descriptions from which personnel needs – both positions and numbers - 
were determined. An evaluation of personnel assignments in the former organizations helped to balance 
the estimated needs in the new departments. 
 
With the personnel needs established, the next step involved setting up a procedure to fill the positions 
established in the District’s developing organizational structure. But before the procedure could be established, 
the positions descriptions were written through which work level, educational and service requirement and pay 
standards were identified. As the descriptions were completed for each department, the recruiting, interviewing 
and appointment process began.  
 
The process followed a nine step procedure: a) advertisement of vacancy, b) receipt of applications on a 
standard format, c) review of applications to identify those meeting minimum requirements, d) appointment of 
interviewing panels, e) arranging for interviews, f) holding interviews g) determining the top three candidates, 
g) sending recommendations to the Mayor and the OHR/Supervisor h) making appointments and notifying 
appointees of their status, i) assigning appointees to their department and division. The OHR Supervisor, by the 
Final Award, was the appointing authority and exercised this power only after receiving the recommendations 
of the Mayor and the interviewing panels.  If the Supervisor disagreed with the recommendations, they would 
be returned to the Mayor and usually the whole process would have to be repeated. 
 
 Initial recruitment focused on Department and Division heads. Here the selection process was more 
detailed and because of the status of the position, more qualified people were available to the 
interviewing panels. The latter also included members of the OHR staff Once these appointments were 
made, the Department and Division heads then took leading roles in the subsequent interviewing and 
appointment process for positions below the level of division head. 
 
Although initial plans were based on an interview process of two to four months, the magnitude of the 
task, the difficulties of developing fully dependable job descriptions and the problem of instituting a kind 
of “civil service system” in a milieu with little or no experience in this new approach slowed the process 
More time was devoted to the establishment of a Personnel Office which gradually took over the 
administration of the process. In addition, disagreement about the organization of key departments of 
Health, Education and Utilities, for example, slowed the recruitment activity. The process was not 
completed until January of 2002.   
 
Three departments were exempt from this approach. The Administrative Support Department was 
established almost immediately after the District Government was formed based on a consolidation of 
several support units from the prior municipalities. This was a necessary since without operating support 
to the Mayor and the Deputy Mayor – appointed by the OHR Supervisor – the whole process of re-
organization and personnel restructuring could not have been undertaken. In addition, the Police 
Department was, under the Arbitrator’s Award, to be supervised by the United Nations International 
Police Training Force (IPTF), including organizational setup and recruitment.  However, the Department 
was considered to be part of the District Government, particularly in the matter of budgeting, purchasing 
and expenditure controls. 
 
Finally, the Independent District Court System was established through a specially organized Judicial 
Commission whose members were appointed by the OHR Supervisor.  The Judicial Commission 
organized the Courts and implemented the recruitment and appointment process for the court system.  All 
appointments were initially approved by the Supervisor; however, this authority was eventually turned 
over to the Judicial Commission once the process became accepted as a regular routine. 
 
The results, in the face of the turmoil and upheavals generated by the formation of a new District 
Government, were, nevertheless, remarkable.  The District Government inherited nearly 3000 employees 
scattered in 50 or more separate governmental institutions.  Twenty-nine separate vacancy notices were 
advertised to fill 2,605 positions in 10 newly organized departments as well as the District Revenue 
Agency.  In answer to these vacancy announcements 8,118 applications were submitted and 
approximately 7400 were interviewed and 2,456 positions were filled. Of the original 2992 inherited 
employees, 716 did not receive appointments and were declared redundant.  These employees were, 
however, carried on the Department payrolls at a minimum monthly wages until October 31, 2001 when 
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the new Administrative Code was adopted formally confirming the District’s new organizational frame-
work. This action confirmed the permanent appointments made since the beginning of the District. The 
redundant employees were paid two months severance pay and on January 1, 2002 were switched to their 
retirement funds for payment of an additional six months severance pay. 
 
Commentary: The personnel system described above, especially the recruitment, interview and 
appointment of personnel from approved lists was an innovation in Brcko and for most of Bosnia i 
Herzegovina.  Though mistakes were made while implementing the new system, the results were 
remarkable and, eventually, accepted.  Brcko still uses this system in filling regular vacancies as they 
occur and by using lessons learns has modified the system to be more direct and useful. The system is not 
difficult to understand and easily transferable for use by local governments in the region. Moreover, it 
can be adapted for use by individual departments, utilities and regional governments. 
 
3.3 The Budget Process: 
 
A singular, innovative accomplishment – summing up a number of management improvement efforts – is 
the District’s annual budget.  The Budget was first issued in April, 2001, reflecting a four month process 
of training and implementation both for the Budget and Finance Department and for all the Departments 
funded in the budget. . This balanced budget – the first in living memory - summarized all the efforts on 
financial restructuring, departmental reorganization, personnel operation as well as tax and revenue 
improvements; it totaled 93 million KM ($ 46 million USD) with an additional 10 million KM ($ 5 
million) for specified capital expenditures.  Presenting significant operating detail for every department, 
the budget detail including personnel expenditures, contract funding, goods and services are all clearly 
shown,  Moreover, every department is shown with a set of goals and objectives thus relating purpose to 
expenditures.  The budget’s construction, passage and implementation marked a highpoint in local 
management improvement with distinction in the transparency of its formulation, particularly in the use 
of public hearings by which citizen input was encouraged and acted upon. 
 
 Because the 2001 Budget was passed in the second quarter of the fiscal year, adjustments were needed.  
The Budget Department, working with Department Heads and with revised income estimates, produced a 
Budget Rebalance (Amended Budget) passed by the District Assembly in October, 2001. 
 
At the same time, under the Mayor’s instructions, the Budget Department began preparations for the 
2002 Budget under a regularized budget preparation process. The District’s goal was to improve its 
budget procedures, stress budget discipline and pass the budget before the beginning of the new fiscal 
year, i.e January 1, 2002. The process begin August 1st when the Mayor issued a set of budget 
instructions and a budget calendar along with expenditure limitations in certain areas, e.g. personnel 
costs. All Departments sent in their budget requests by September 15 to be carefully reviewed and put 
together in a rough draft budget.  After a final revision by the Mayor and his department heads, the 
proposal was sent to the District Assembly. The latter organized six public hearings, three of which 
where held outside of Brcko Town, covering rural and small urbanized areas in the District. Many 
suggestions proposed as a result of the hearings were incorporated in the final Budget. The District 
Assembly approved the budget on December 29, 2001. Brcko District was the only governmental unit in 
all of BiH to have approved its budget in place before the beginning of the fiscal year. 
 
In parallel with the construction of the 2002 Budget, the District Government also concentrated on the 
development of a model local budget law. The prior budgets – the 2001 Budget and the 2001 Rebalanced 
(Amended) Budget – were based on the general budget framework contained in the District’s Basic 
Statute. A fully detailed budget law was needed to clarify the District’s annual budget process.  
 
The drafting process was not easy. The Brcko Law Revision Commission (BLRC) submitted a draft 
based on an outdated Entity Budget law; it was outdated and unrelated to the budget process already in 
force.  Moreover, the BLRC was concerned that a new budget law recognized the independence of the 
newly formed Judiciary. These somewhat conflicting viewpoints were worked out through a joint review 
panel that represented the BLRC, the District Budget Department, the Revenue Agency and the District 
Management Advisory Team. After many hours of discussion and at least four  complete revisions, a 
modern, workable local budget law emerged.; it satisfied the needs of the independent judiciary and yet 
provided for a unified budget process. The District Assembly, with minor changes, passed the law on 
November 29, 2001, a week before the proposed 2002 budget was sent to the Assembly! 
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Key innovative elements in the new budget law are a) clear budget process for both proposal and 
implementation, b) authorization for the Mayor to issue a budget manual and a new purchasing 
regulation, c) authorization for a 5 year Capital Needs Budget, d) saving clause that gives annual capital 
needs appropriations a three year life, e) rules for the transfer of funds between accounts within the same 
department and f) a budgetary presentation which reflects the Judiciary’s fiscal independence. 
 
Finally, in a very important budget innovation, the District Government produced a Five year Capital 
Needs Budget (2003 – 2007) which lists 245 individual projects in detail and identifies potential funding 
sources for the projects: regular budget appropriations, contributions from international donors, credits and 
borrowing. The District Assembly, upon receiving the government’s proposed 5 Year Capital Needs 
Budget, authorized nine public hearings for March and April, 2002.  The Assembly ordered the printing of 
400 copies of a budget summary to be distributed to citizen groups before the budget hearings in order to 
promote informed discussions at the hearings.  The District Assembly plans to hold two radio/TV budget 
hearings in order to solicit additional comments from the public. Once this budget is passed, the 2003 
portion will be included in the proposed 2003 operating budget while an additional year (2008) will be 
added to maintain the five-year spread for the capital needs budget. 
 
Commentary:  The District Budget System holds the lead as an innovative answer to a pressing need: 
open, transparent and defined budgetary process. The System operates in sharp contrast to the “budgetary 
systems” used by its predecessors – and is well ahead of comparable local budget systems in Bosnia i 
Herzegovina. But most important is the fact that the System is available for use by other CEE 
municipalities and regional governments. The process can be easily adapted and the budget law itself can 
be rearranged to fit national, regional and local needs.  Moreover, the Five Year Capital Needs Budget can 
become a community planning tool by which priority capital projects can be identified, estimated and put 
into a year-by-year perspective, initiating a commitment to the community that something will be done. 
 
3.4 The District Revenue Agency & The Single Revenue Fund Account: 
 
Another newly and innovative unit of the Brcko District Government is the District Revenue Agency 
(DRA). The Agency combines the functions of treasury, accounting, auditing and tax administration but 
is placed as a quasi-independent agency reporting directly to the District Assembly. The Agency, 
however, participates in regular government operations relating to all revenue and tax collections, makes 
forecasts of revenues for budget purposes and performs post-audits of governmental expenditure; it may 
do random audits of proposed expenditures as warranted. The DRA pays all the District bills upon orders 
and substantiation by the operating departments.    
 
Crucial to its function is the District’s operation of a Single Revenue Fund Account. Under this system 
all revenues, taxes, fees and fines and other governmental receipts are received by the DRA into one 
single account.  This has eliminated special purpose accounts, selected Departmental accounts and other 
budgetary accounts which, in prior times, were the scourge of financial accountability. Moreover, 
insistence on its continued working operation has discouraged special account seekers who must learned 
to conform to expenditures from a unified budget instead of earmarked funds.  
 
In 2002 a further variation on the DRA’s operational placement will be implemented with the 
establishment of a parallel – but separate – Tax Administration Agency.  While this Agency will perform 
the same functions as it did under the District Revenue Agency, separation of tax administration from the 
Revenue’s Agency’s purview is to assure that tax administration is carried on as a single activity and is 
not influenced in assessment, valuation or administration by the needs and pressure of increasing or re-
directing revenues. Impetus for this separation has come from international finance agencies giving 
assistance to the national and entity governments in the BiH in order that throughout the country this 
separation will become a uniform fact of financial life.  However, the DRA, with its Single Revenue 
Fund Account will continue to collect tax revenues. 
 
Commentary: Brcko District gains operating strength through the discipline of having a “watchdog” 
agency built into its structure. Purchase orders are often returned to the originating office because they 
are vague or not in line with either the Budget Law or purchasing procedures; payments can be held up 
because discrepancies between the original purchase order and the vouchers received do not match.  
Moreover, the budget process gains credibility when revenue and other income projections are made by 
the an independent agency.  Such actions impress department heads, including the Budget and Finance 
Department personnel, that accuracy, attention to detail and application of the regulations are important 
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parts of a transparent system.  As such the Agency is an important part of the Brcko Experience; and its 
replication – in a format consistent with its administrative setting – will add significantly to effective and 
disciplined action in fiscal management. In the same vein, the Single Revenue Account is a device whose 
transfer to other local governments would make a similar contribution to fiscal integrity.  
 
3.5  Creation of an Independent Judiciary: 
 
Under the Brcko Statute an independent Judicial Commission was required and is now functioning. The 
Brcko Law Revision Commission (BLRC) drafted a Law on the Judicial Commission calling for a Seven 
Member Judicial Commission where two of its members were Brcko residents without connection to the 
court system. The law, now in full effect, insures the independence and impartiality of the judiciary so 
that all judicial organs function within the law, free from outside pressures and influence The Judicial 
Commission appoints the Court’s personnel, including judges, prosecutors and support staff. The 
Commission must also promote ethical conduct and professionalism in the performance of the Court’s 
staff. A key element of the law requires that no commissioner can be a member of a political party or 
participate in political party activities or endorse party candidates or party platforms. The law also 
established an Agency for Legal Aid to assist citizens whose income does not allow them to consult or 
hire an attorney for court appearances 
 
Commentary: The independent court system is one of the most significant accomplishments of the 
Brcko Experiment. It works well and is supported by the District government and the District Assembly. 
The Court has sponsored a number of information seminars for court officers throughout Bosnia i 
Herzegovina where the participants have carefully examined its basic law, processes and operation. 
However, its replication is not an easy matter since it calls for a drastic realignment of traditional ways of 
organizing the courts and appointing its staff.  But the Brcko’s experience with the independent judiciary 
defines the future by showing how this model system can work to the improvement of the climate of 
justice in CEE countries: it should not be overlooked. 
 
4. Improved Service Delivery 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 
After the damaging effects of the 1992-1995 War, Brcko’s public services facilities were in a state of 
near-ruin.  Water service was sporadic while electric generation and distribution was irregular and in 
many places completely curtailed. The revival of these services required substantial repair, capital 
investment in new plants and restoration of regular public services in garbage collection, road and bridge 
repair and housing reconstruction.  Brcko received considerable assistance in capital funding and 
technical advise from International Donors: USAID, GTZ, European Union, European Commission, 
United National Development Program and a host of individual program from many countries throughout 
the world.  For the most part the repairs and reconstruction involved traditional service improvements. 
But Brcko District Government contributed innovative arrangements by which services were restored 
and improved. The establishment of a Utilities Department, bringing together Electric Distribution, 
Water & Waste Water and Sanitation, has made it possible to focus on the revival of both the services 
and service-fee collection. At the same time utility management has been integrated with the District’s 
newly established budgeting and revenue procedures for both operating needs and capital expenditures. 
These improvements make possible a future of “stand-alone” funding for Brcko utilities. Improving 
utility operations is a long and difficult task; progress will be made based on judicious capital investment 
for priority needs directly related to service improvement backed by increased efficiency in rate 
collections.  
 
Alongside capital reconstruction and the improvement of service delivery, a basic improvement has come 
in the area of personal documentation. People were driven from their homes, over night in some cases, 
while documents, stored in vulnerable places, were lost, destroyed or so mangled when finally retrieved 
that they were of no use.  Yet documentation – after the war was over – became an essential fact of 
living.  Brcko District put great emphasis on this phase of post-war reconstruction. As a first step, the 
District established a well-organized Public Records Department and, by providing easily accessible 
services, have improved service delivery in this most crucial function. 
 
In this section we shall present three cases, illustrating innovative improvements in potable water 
delivery  (4.2), passport issuances (4.3),and vital statistics registration (4.4). 
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4.2. Potable Water Delivery: 
 
While the District Government has made substantial improvements in stabilizing regular water supply, 
especially with capital assistance from USAID’s reconstruction fund, the District is not yet delivering 
potable water directly to the houses in its most populated areas. Potable water is supplied in Brcko Town, 
for example, through strategically placed wells where water can be had via spigots. but which must be 
carried  by hand or by car in the ubiquitous plastic containers. Brcko residents can also purchase potable 
water in the relatively expensive containers sold in local markets. To begin a capital intensive re-
direction of this situation, the Brcko District developed an innovative public “design and build” offering 
which outlined the potable water situation and asked for proposals on initial installation of a water 
purification system, to serve that part of Brcko center where water main are in good shape and where 
houses have working connections. 
 
Five viable bids were received in July, 200l, opened and examined by a carefully selected bid committee 
which, included a District Management Team technical representative, head of the Utility Division and 
of the Water & Waste Water sub-sector, a representative from the Budget and Finance Department as 
well as one qualified engineer-resident of Brcko District.  Once the bids were opened and reviewed, two 
public hearings were held so that the District’s efforts could be publicized while close public scrutiny 
could be applied to the proposals.  In addition, field visits were made by the Bid Committee to view 
similar installations from each of the bidders,showing how the proposed systems operated, particularly 
regarding treatment operations and plant maintenance. Once the winning bidder was chosen two 
important activities occurred.  First, the District legal team, together with assisting attorneys from the 
Office of the High Representative (OHR), worked negotiated a detailed, well-constructed contract 
between the District Government and the treatment plant contractor. Preliminary arrangements were 
made to explore credit possibilities so that, once the plant was built and put in operation, an add-on 
capacity would be constructed to both extend potable water to the remaining urban area and to service 
rejuvenated commercial and industrial users anticipated under the District’s active privatization program. 
 
The water treatment example features three related innovations.  First, using the “design and build” 
request for proposals, the District did not have to indulge in a costly pre-bid design exercise but let the 
bidders detail their proposals within the general boundaries of a carefully written bid document; Second, 
because of the District’s upgraded budget system, including a capital needs budget, the water treatment 
plant received budgeted funds sufficient to implement the first stage. The credit worthiness of the 
District’s budget, tax collection and auditing format makes low interest credit a good financing 
possibility for water treatment expansion.  Third, the District Government operated through a fully 
transparent purchasing and bidding system, relying on open meetings and public discussion, to receive 
both input and acceptance. 
 
Commentary: The Brcko Experience illustrated in this case study relies on an integrated approach and 
uses improvements in other areas to focus application on one particular need. Replication of this 
approach requires replication of each part of the integrated approach. Most CEE communities are 
familiar with the “design and build” concept and need only add the results of careful budgeting and 
finance management along with a consistent reliance on public hearings and public interchange to 
transfer for their continued benefit the good results demonstrated by this experience  
 
4.3 . Passport Issuance: 
 
Brcko citizens are in dire need of passports for personal identification as well as for passage between the 
new countries formed from the federal states of former Yugoslavia.  However, at the inception of the 
District, passports, in the style of years gone by, were managed by the Police Department; issuance was a 
long, involved and discouraging process.  After making a preliminary study of the passport issuance 
system, the Brcko District government, through its Public Records Department took over the passport 
issuance responsibility. With the assistance of the District Management Team and the German 
Development Office, an electronic passport issuance unit was installed using a computerized program, by 
which picture, passport and detailed application information were joined together.  As a result passports 
are now issued the day after application while full reports to the Bosnian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
Sarajevo are delivered weekly. Since the establishment of the Passport Unit in early 2001under the 
Department of Public Records 6,177 passports have been issued. The system has worked so well that the 
Department is planning to issue personal identification cards and driver’s license before the end of 2002. 
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Commentary: Modern techniques in passport issuance are, of course, readily available to most CEE 
communities. The innovation comes in local government’s organization and management capacity, 
informed by careful analysis of existing processes: in this case, passport issuance. The process is easily 
replicated once the community identifies the problem and organizes to solve it. The resulting 
improvements in service delivery far outweigh the effort needed in overcoming obstacles to effecting a 
sometimes difficult decision. 
 
4.3. Recording of Vital Statistics: 
 
Immediately after the establishment of the District’s organization, the Department of Public Records 
organized 13 field offices to receive the registration of marriages, birth and deaths. Each office is manned 
by a registrar who records the vital statistics, issues documents and then, once a month, travels to the 
District central office to file the registrations and receive others that may have registered at the center. 
Many damaged records were restored while the missing entries were made note of and a system 
developed to supply certified documents for those missing in so far as possible.  Working with the 
District Management Team and the United Nations Development Program, the Department will shortly 
install a computerized network, connecting the center with all field offices.  Vital statistics data will be 
inserted into the common data base so that, by next year, the field offices will be able to issue back 
records for residents in its area and record incoming data; the field offices will then transmit records to 
the center so that back-up records can be maintained. 
 
The magnitude of this proposed improvement can be gauged when one realizes that in 2001 the Registry 
Service issued over 149,000 documents ranging from birth registration certificates to certification of lost 
but reconstructed personal papers. When the improved activity is in full operation, the District’s citizen 
complaint procedure will be re-organized into the Registrar’s data base so that complaints from citizens 
in the 13 field office areas can be received and relayed directly to the identified service unit for action; 
the local office will monitor the original complaint until the responsible Department gives an answer or 
responds with specific action. 
 
Commentary: The value of this improvement is almost beyond estimate.  Because Brcko District is both 
urban and rural, the tendency is to favor urban improvements to the more demanding requirements of 
rural service, i.e. distances, sparse population and difficulties in rural travel. But the need for reliable 
recording of vital statistics transcends the urban-rural dichotomy and Brcko’s Public Records operations 
is moving toward a most beneficial solution.  And the approach is one that can be replicated by other 
CEE communities who are organized to implement and can find the funding for the computer driven 
system.  What is important in this context, however, is have a developed plan that can be implemented in 
stages which is shown by the Brcko Experience.  Funding tends to be available if the plan is clear and 
already in operation, if only at the first or second stage.  The Brcko experience thus becomes readily 
available for adaptation to fit individual circumstances in the CEE communities  
 
5. Access & Equity 
 
5.1 Introduction: 
 
Before the 1992-1995 War, Brcko was a relatively prosperous and settled area based on agriculture, 
related agro-business operations and its central location for transportation. The war drastically rearranged 
people’s lives; many fled Brcko for “safe” areas while other moved into the abandoned and bombed-out 
homes. Thousands of lives were upset and many changed forever. The establishment of the Brcko 
District over this area, made both access and equity vital to the District’s survival as a community and an 
organized local government.  Access has taken many forms, including petitioning operating departments 
for action, seeing the Mayor or visiting one of the 29 appointed District Assembly members. In Brcko 
two innovative actions have contributed much to development of an accessible and transparent 
government: the expanded use of public hearings and the establishment of an operational citizens 
complaint conduit. These are discussed in 5.2 and 5.3 below.  
 
The issue of equity as applied to Brcko District is pervasive and needs to be examined in a paper twice as 
long as this one.  Brcko District was formed as a “ new multi-ethnic government.” In many respects, if 
not all, the maintenance of a multi-ethnic balance became the basis for the determination of equity.  This 
was certainly true in working out the appointments of members of the District Assembly as well as in the 
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careful balance between the District’s three top officials: Mayor (Serb), Deputy Mayor (Croat) and 
President of the District Assembly (Bosnian.). This was also true in determining equity in the 
appointment of District employees from Department Heads to janitors. But the District also needed an 
able, skilled and experienced work force. The key was to arrive at a working balance of these two 
requirements. The details are explored in 5.4. 
 
5.2 Use of Public Hearings As A Form of Access: 
 
The Brcko District Assembly has relied heavily on public hearings to give citizens and representative 
groups (Chamber of Commerce, Youth Groups, Unions, Political Parties, Retirees, NGOs and local 
communities) access during the budget making process. When the first District Budget was proposed in 
April 2001, the District Assembly scheduled six public hearings over a period of two weeks.  Three of 
the hearings were in local communities representing the multi-ethnic character of the District: Serb, 
Bosnian and Croat. The other public hearings were held in Brcko Town at the spacious  
Dom Cultura for special interest groups: Chamber of Commerce, labor Unions, Retirees, etc – and the 
public at large. The Budget & Finance Department provides attendees with a well-designed summary of 
the proposed budget. Attendance has been active with substantial discussions and critical analysis of 
budget formation. A surprising number of attendees have carefully reviewed the summary material and 
have based their questions on the material provided. The 2002 Budget also was vetted through public 
hearings with the summary material provided by Budget & Finance  
 
Currently, the District Assembly is considering the Five Year Capital Needs Budget covering 244 
projects spread over the 2003-2007 period. Because of the complexity of the proposed budget and the 
importance in getting input on the planning and scheduling of public projects, the District Assembly 
scheduled nine public hearings throughout March and April. Two additional public hearings will be held 
for radio and television.  The Assembly ordered the printing of 400 copies of the Capital Needs Budget 
summary and has admonished the Budget &Finance Department to have the copies distributed before the 
public meetings. 
 
The hearings are not perfunctory. The District Assembly has made substantial changes in the submitted 
budget, responding to public requests. In the 2002 hearings, for example, after listening to continuing 
complaints that funding for small projects for local communities were not included, the District 
Assembly amended the budget to include a “community development project fund” by which local 
communities could apply for small project funding. The Assembly also re-arranged the road 
improvement program directing the Government to pay more attention to village road networks. But the 
District Assembly has not raised overall totals and has thus not put the budget in deficit nor attempted to 
tinker with the Government’s well-founded revenue projections. 
 
Commentary: Brcko’s reliance on public hearings, especially for its budget presentations, is a most 
singular contribution to opening up the government to its citizens. It also one of the most productive of 
the District’s long list of innovative changes introduced in the last two years. Citizens have gradually 
grown to expect the hearings and because of this, the number and coverage have been expanded to 
accommodate public interest.  And the increased use of public hearings is an innovation 
that can be easily replicated. The rewards are significant. In Brcko, omissions by departmental officers of 
critical budget inputs have been corrected by a show of public concern.  Moreover, the hearings make 
District bureaucrats more conscious of the need for transparency and clear explanations of budgeted 
items, contributing to great discipline in budget formation. 
 
5.3 Citizen’s Complaint System: An Access Procedure: 
 
The Citizens Complaint System was activated in November, 2000 within the Administrative Support 
Department, headed by the Deputy Mayor. In 2001 – the first full year of activity - the system received 
over 1,883 logged complaints: 743 were written and 1,140 were verbal. In both cases, the complaint is 
written up on a standard form.  On complaints directly concerned with government service, the response 
rate is about 50% with many of the responses carried into the next year. 
 
 Complaints have steadily increased as citizens become more familiar with the system. In many cases, 
complaints about a variety of difficulties – outside of the District’s purview – are also received since 
people see the complaint system as their hope of getting some response for the problems that beset them. 
Whenever possible the complaints are sent to private and public organization asking for a response. 
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Citizen complaint activity is reported quarterly and annually to the Mayor and the District Assembly who 
use this as a barometer of the positive activity of departments as well as an indicator of the problems 
uppermost in the minds of Brcko District Citizens. 
 
In addition, citizens requesting specific governmental approvals, also have access to a hearing if their 
application is turned down or is held too long before a decision is made. Under the District’s Law on 
Administrative Procedure, applicants who are turned down or whose application is imperiled for other 
reasons may appeal these decisions – or non-decisions – through a quasi-legal appellate procedure 
operated within the District’s Administrative Support Department. Upon receiving the complaint an 
Appellate Board holds informal hearings, resulting in decision of action on the part of the governmental 
entity involved. In 2001 the Board reviewed 1,211 cases including 69 carried over from the previous 
year, held 59 sessions and resolved 1,058 cases.  While nearly half of the appeals did not have factual 
support, the Board also overruled 306 governmental actions and ruled in favor of the citizens in 317 
cases in which government action was not timely. As in the case of the Citizens Complaint System, the 
Appellate Board is a new, innovative and is only gradually being understood – and used - by Brcko 
residents. 
 
Commentary: Of the two “access” procedures, the Citizen’s Complaint System is the more easily 
transferred to other communities.  It requires a staff, a format and diligent follow-up to see that 
complaints result in timely response and, where necessary, immediate action.  As noted, the regular use 
of the system and its periodic analysis gives the government a good indication of problems, providing as 
well as kind of “self-assessment” of the government’s ability to respond to the citizens it is sworn to 
serve The Appellate Procedure, while equally important, is a bit more difficult to install. It requires a law 
or operating order by the administrative or legislative authority in the local municipality – and needs a 
good staff to hear appeals and make legally viable decisions.  Nevertheless, it replication is very 
important since it enables the citizen, involved in the more complicated processes of the local 
bureaucracy, to appeal decisions which the former may feel were made incorrectly or were slanted 
without justification or were lax and poorly made.  
 
5.4 Multi-Ethnic Balance As A Form of Equity: 
 
The District was founded as a multi-ethnic community. In fact this meant an overall balance in many 
things but none more so than in unifying the newly formed District Government and reducing the staff of 
the three former municipalities to fit the re-organized administration. When the District was formed, the 
balance between ethnic groups was estimated as follows: Serbs – 49%, Bosnians – 35% and Croats – 
15%. 
 
 While all efforts were focused on recruiting well-qualified candidates, ethnic balance was a thread 
running through the whole effort. The District Assembly kept close track of the multi-ethnic balance as a 
form of equity in employment. The Personnel Office made monthly reports on new employment showing 
how well the balance between the three ethnic groups was being maintained.  
 
These efforts are highlighted by a recent report from the District Personnel Officer. Of the 2,456 
positions filled during the re-organization period, 47% were Serbs, 38% were Bosnians and 14 % were 
Croats and 1% others. This was, in many respects, remarkable since it followed closely the estimated 
ethnic balance when the District was formed.  Moreover, an interesting result – a statement of balance 
between equity and personnel needs – obtains within the various departments from which the overall 
figures were taken.  The Administrative Support Department, for example, shows an equal percentage of 
Serbs and Bosnians (37.5%) followed closely by the Croats with 25%.  Budget and Finance is nearly 
47% Bosnian while Public Records and Health Care are 47.2 and 50.4% Serbian.  Bosnian and Serbs 
switch off the top spots between other Departments. The Croat percentage, hits highs of 25% 
(Administrative Support), 20.8 % (Displaced Persons & Refugees) and 18.7 % (Agriculture and 
Forestry.)  Of interest, too, is the fact that of the 8118 job applications received, 40.5% were Bosnians, 
40.43 % were Serbian and 14.2% were Croatian with nearly 5% classified as Others. 
 
Commentary: Clearly the harmony sought between personnel needs and ethnic balance is particular to 
Brcko’s situation.  As the same time, where ethnic balance is a key factor in appointing local government 
personnel aimed at securing equity, the Brcko experience has much to offer in harmonizing personnel 
needs with equity. 
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6. Overall Summary: 
 
While the Brcko District experiment has a unique quality that, in itself, is not likely to be repeated, many 
of its experiences explored in this paper are important because they, can be transferred and put into 
practice – in whole, in part or in adaptations to fit specific circumstances. The budget process, for 
example, is relatively direct, transparent and understandable as is the budget law that sets out the process; 
this is also true of a current “experiment,” the Five Year Capital Needs Budget.  The Single Revenue 
Fund Account is not new to local government finance – but its full implementation and widespread usage 
in the Brcko District may be seen, not as a unique feature, but rather as a model which many local 
governments can use in achieving an improved, controlled and accountable receipt and expenditure 
system. 
 
One other feature of the Brcko District experience is often overlooked in discussions of the 
“experimental” nature of its many innovations.  This feature is the nearly complete decentralization of a 
local government in concept and operation.  Students of local government and practitioners alike have 
discussed the pros and cons of decentralization as an important property necessary to the survival of local 
government, both as an operating feature and as a theoretical construct. But few, if any, local 
governments have attained the decentralized status which permeates the Brcko District Government: it 
makes its own laws, raises its own revenues, promulgates its own budget without review from above, 
receives no central fund grants with the usual debilitating requirements and employs its own forces 
within a personnel system that answers only to its own laws. Consequently, the Brcko Experience 
becomes more relevant since, under a decentralized system, the activities and cases presented in this 
paper are harbingers of a decentralized potential. Taken in whole or in part the, activities discussed in the 
previous pages offer a unique opportunity for study and – we believe – for results-oriented replication. 
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